The Hidden Treasure
came to an end at the bottom of a small ravine with no injury
but some surprise to all concerned, and though the Philosopher
had not been riding at the moment, the incident disturbed
Mm: he started off next morning with a tinge of gloom in
his meditations.
As we left our sleeping-place, a fine ibex stood above us
on a crag, its horns lit by the rising sun.
We now rode easily, in a country where trees began to
appear. They showed at first on the high skylines on either
side of us, and gradually descended to where, through white
and crumbly limestone soil, our path went along with small
ups and downs. There was broom and tamarisk, thorn and
oak, a small-leaved tree called keikum, and the wan or tere-
binth with broad leaves, aromatically scented, and peacock
blue berries good to eat. I looked on this tree with great
interest, for the treasure cave was to be recognized partly by
the wan trees at its entrance.
I made a mental note to know the wan again.
We began to meet people, Malikshahis dressed in felt, with
turbans round their caps, and sashes and daggers worn outside
their white abbas: their hair was long, unaffected as yet by die
Dalilah of government which shears the Persian tribesmen's
locks. Policemen, our smuggler told me, practically never
take this road. After about three hours we came to a small
rise covered with cairns of stones, and knowing by these
symbols that a holy place must be in sight, looked forward
and saw the Imamzadeh of Pir Muhammad with four white
minarets and two blue domes ahead of us in a hollow filled
with rice-fields, brilliant green in the sun.
It was only nine in the morning, but Alidad had friends
here, and there was no other encampment to be met with for
the rest of the day. So we left the Imamzadeh on our right
hand and turned to dismount at a group of oak-bough huts
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